EXTENSIVE PORTFOLIO
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Alejandro Chellet is a multidisciplinary artist. In his art he
addresses the misplaced core principles of coexistence, the loss of
connection with Nature and the political and environmental
context of urban societies.
His artwork ranges from painting, sculpture, social practice to site
specific installations, urban interventions and performances using
permaculture, artivism, improvisation, somatic movement,
politics, altruism and shamanism practices.
His work has been shown at festivals, museums and galleries in
Europe, Asia, North, Central and South America.
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Activist performances

Waste = Art
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BURRIED BY BROCOLLI.
Linda Montano Art Life Institute, Kingston, NY, USA. March 2016.
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Buried By Broccoli was part of a series of
performances that Alejandro developed
mainly in NYC and NY upstate reutilizing
waste and particularly food waste in perfect
edible conditions that he had found in the
streets of NYC.
For a while garbage in Brooklyn was his
ART supply. He always felt a need to find
ways for people to realize how much waste
exists around us, how many resources we
don't see which are actually just out there.
This project was developed in New York City
where there is industrial waste containers
filled with plenty edible vegetables worth
hundreds of USD like Sun King Produce a
Brooklyn based food supply company that
has an average revenue of 50 million dollars
a year.
The artist invites everyone to rethink our role in the food production, consumption and
waste on this planet. Roughly one-third of food produced for human consumption is lost
or wasted globally, which amounts to about 1.3 billion tons per year. This inevitably also
means that huge amounts of the resources used in food production are used in vain, and
that the greenhouse gas emissions caused by production of food that gets lost or wasted
are also missions in vain.*

For this performance he happen to found 4
dumpsters full of broccoli, he was able to
collect just enough quantity of them that
would fit inside the car trunk, then took them
to the Art Life Institute in Kingston NY
where he performed this piece which mainly
involved the interaction of the audience by
asking them to burry him under the pile of
broccoli in which he remained under for 15
minutes and experienced how all the broccoli
then became like one single organism, he felt
how his breathing would make all of the pile
expand or retract.

Forming a poetic image of an almost static green organism showing signs of life with the
slightly organic movement of his breathing. This image traveled to Museum Casa Del
Lago, UNAM in Mexico City where it formed part of a collective exhibition about the
processes involved in food production and consumption. The work was also accompanied with photographic documentation of dumpsters lled with food outside the huge
warehouses in Bushwick, Brooklyn.
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(* http://www.fao.org/docrep/014/mb060e/mb060e00.htm)

Exhibited at Casa Del Lago Museum, UNAM in Mexico City during collective show Practicas de Campo curated by Tania Ragasol and Felipe Zuñiga in 2016
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After NAFTA in North America there has been absurd things happening like a lime crises controlled by the Mexican NARCO cartels, they
stopped all shipments of lime and asked extreme high ilegal fees which made lime prices go up 10 times more in Mexican and
US market..... Mexican government started to look into IMPORTING lime to MEXICO.... regardless that México is the biggest
PRODUCER of lime of the world.... I made this mobile with fake plastic fruits and real money as in installation during the FOOD show at
LP gallery and then performed showing people how to prepare a true authentic Mexican GUACAMOLE with the american touch.... one
dollar bill on it... yummy!
FOOD IS MONEY, MONEY IS FOOD...
WHAT IS IT, CAN WE EAT IT?
Performance at Food Show at Local Project, curated by Leili Huizabah, NYC,USA. 2016
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Mandalas are shapes we can find in Nature, this are also sacred patters that can heal us and inspire us.
During the Exhibition "Practicas de Campo" (Field Practices) which main topic was on the systems of food production, manufacturing and consumption. Alejandro made a public and interactive installation with food. He invited the audience to rethink what is the value of food in our society and which value we give personally to our food.
The performance consisted of using vegetables as a didactic art material to collectively create a mandala in guided meditation.

FOOD: A NON RENEWABLE RESOURCE...
CURATED BY FELIPE ZUNIGA AND TANIA RAGASOL.
MUSEUM CASA DE LAGO JUAN JOSE ARREOLA, UNAM, MEXICO CITY . MARCH 2017.
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FREEGANS & PERMACULTURISTS
Curated by Jill McDermid & Pancho Lopez.
Grace Exhibition Space, Brooklyn, NYC , USA. May 2014
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Alejandro offered a dinner to the
gallery's guests with recycled food
found on Williamsburg streets.
He
made everyone hold hands in a circle
and gave thanks to mother earth and all
the chain of people involved in the
food business and production.
After the food was eaten, he passed his
hat around asking for peoples economic donations and showed them pics of
him taking the food out of the rubbish
the night before. As a final act he set
on fire all the collected money as way
to wonder how much society
waste something real like food,
but never a piece of paper like are banknotes
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SUN KING FROGS
Curated by Adriana Varella,
Performance at Anarchist Art Festival.
Judson Memorial Church, NYC, USA. July 2018
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For this performance the food distributor Sun King Produce once again was the source of
materials for performance. In this case the wasted frogs were unfair dead and disposal was
honored trough this performance.
Alejandro also found an art history book which while reading it on the performance also
lead to the durational action of writing words in a long roll of paper about his perception of
the art world and the art market.
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KEYS FOR MY CITIZENSHIP.
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Curated by Guillaume Dufour Morin at the Morni Hills Performance Art Biennale II
Fine Arts Museum of Chandigarh, India. November 2018.

The Keys For My Citizenship was a performance series that happened in New York City, Mexico City and Chandigarh in India.
This project originated in NYC in the summer of 2018 when Alejandro was walking with friends in Brooklyn and found a suitcase on
top of lots of garbage bags on the sidewalk full of hundreds of keys. He took this suitcase and went to his friend house who was applying for citizenship struggling trough the application process which involved submitting forms with many multiple choice questions
replying to very intimidating and shocking statements. Learning about this struggle he felt inspired to make a somatic movement performance using the keys he found as a metaphor on the complexity about earning a citizenship in another country apart from the place
you were born.
This keys he found were given to him by the city, so that he could open the doors that would lead the way for his citizenship? If so,
he must open hundreds of doors with hundreds of keys or just one single door having to try hundreds of keys to open it?
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KEYS FOR MY CITIZENSHIP.
Casa Viva Gallery, Mexico City. November 2018.
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LEARN ABOUT THE UNITED STATES
Performance at Gibney Dance Studio curated by Jill Sigman as part of the program Body Politics, NYC, USA. 2018
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Poetic performances

Art = Life

This performance happened during the improvised group
actions in Nature as part of the programing of FIAP.
After finding this sexy Santa costume in the garbage at the
central market in Fort de France Alejandro felt inspired by
the colonization history in Martinique and composed this
strange character which involved ringing the bell and
playing with the raw bone while almost naked with his
face painted in golden.

THE SHEPHERD.
Curated by Annabel Gueredrat & Henri Tauliaut.
FIAP Festival International D'Art Performance.
Savane de petri cations, Martinique. April 2017.
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LEISURE MONEY
Video performance during the Sidewinder Art Boat residency.
Paci c Coast, Acapulco, Mexico. 2021
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World Views was a very introspective performance looking into Alejandro’s life and the multiple connections he
has encountered trough his wander as an artist. .
While unravelling several rolls of receipt paper between
two columns Alejandro created a paper wall representing
his life connections in which he ultimately by trying to
break trough he ends up all tangled and wrapped around.

WORLD VIEWS.
Curated by stvn girard at Folie Culture,
Quebec City, Canada. 2020
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COEUR DU VOLCAN.
Curated by Annabel Gueredrat & Maria Elena Ortiz..
Festival International D'Art Performance. April 2017
Rue République, Fort de France, Martinique.
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This performance was based in improvisation and
Dérives trough the streets of Fort De France
where Alejandro brought collected random objects from the streets to this square and performed
publicly.
The artist feels in great connection to mountains
and in fact he was born and raised in Mexico City
which is surrounded by active volcanoes which
definitively marked his upbringing. He will always remember the few times when the entire
city was covered by volcanic ashes which made
him realize how powerless humans are in relation
to the great forces of Nature. During his stay in
Martinique, he learned about the recent history of
mass destruction that the island suffered from the
explosion of Mount Pelé.

As a tribute to the great power of nature and honoring the volcano in this island he intervened a large piece of broken glass writing on
it the phrase Volcano heart and then held it for 10 minutes while balancing on a stool.
Alejandro believes his body is directly connected to the earth energy perceiving his own blood to be the lava inside his body and his
heart beats to be the pulse of the Volcano.
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WHO DOESNT WANT THE SYSTEM DEAD?
Performance at Anarchist Art Festival, curated by Adriana Varella,
Judson Memorial Church, NYC, USA.
2017
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ONE MUST HAVE A BONE, NOT TO BE AFRAID TO SHOW THE BONE AND TO LOSE THE MEAT IN THE PROCESS.
PERFO 5 FESTIVAL,Curated by Brazilian performance association.

.

Paço das Artes, Sao Paulo , Brazil, November 2014
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The concepts behind this actions were the
permacultural approach of organic agriculture
to holistic DIY method to obtain rich low cost
calcium mineral and the criticism to biological weapons like EBOLA which are spreading all around the world to gain power over
vulnerable indigenous communities who are
holding land rich in natural resources.
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For this piece I used bone ashes obtained from the previous performance.
With them I wrote the following sentence from La Recherche de la Fécalité poem from Antonin Artaud:
Pour exister, il suffit de se laisser aller à être,
mais pour vivre
il faut être quelqu'un,
et pour être quelqu'un,
il faut avoir un OS,
ne pas avoir peur de montrer l'os,
et de perdre la viande en passant.
This performance was made inspired
by the political turmoil in the country
of Mexico where now a days exists a
real Narco State which rules all media and politics from inside and outside being it all just corrupt.
There has been outrageous and numerous murders made by this terrible
state of total impunity and violence.
In the last 10 years a lot of innocent
people and political fighters have
died in the struggle to change this
situation.

12 hour durational performance: (untitled)
Curated by the Brazilian Performance Association, SESC Campinas,
Sao Paulo, Brazil, December 2014.
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(untitled)
COLLABORATION WITH POPPY JACKSON (UK) .
BROOKLYN, BROADWAY AV. NYC, USA. SEPT 2014.
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SER TEMPO
Performance with Alice Turnbull, Escola do Teatro, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 2014
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WHO IS PRAYING?
Performance at Academia de San Carlos, Facultad de Arte y Diseño, UNAM,
CDMX. Mexico, November 2015
.
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Alejandro got inspired by a farm nearby Kingston where he gathered different natural elements.
In this oneiric performance he wrote phrases spontaneously in a wall and on some pieces of wood he sliced with an axe.
He offered people a piece of wood for them to write what ever thought they had.
As an ending he left a dead bird, dead bumble bee, dry flowers and old moss he found on nature.

CHOPPING CHANCES.
Performance at Academia de San Carlos, Facultad de Arte y Diseño, UNAM,
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FEATHER ART DISPLAY
Performance for LiVEART.US, curated by Hector Canonge,
Queens Museum, NYC, USA. April 2016.
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Inspired by elements of movement: wind and sunlight
(by far the most important source of energy for life on
Earth) I performed a series of poetic images by
displaying still life and living Nature.
This performance questions the relationship we have
to real and fake Nature within our daily lives.
How many things around us are authentic, how many
relationships we experience are genuine, how much
our currencies are real, how much of our food is not
artificial?
For me, the answers to this questions are clear and
simple, but I wonder if we can decide
which environment to live in, why do we chose to live
on a man made urban one?
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LIGHT, DARKNESS AND THE SURPRISE.
Site speci c installation and performance.
Materic Barcelona, Spain,
March 2019.
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Alejandro researched the universal darkness, light and surprise. He studied and played with the light already in the gallery coming from the street.
He then built a dark cube and stayed inside for many hours isolated with no contact to the outside world and no light stimuli apart from the visions
from the inside.
During this process he questioned himself: How far can we go? Where does our body, spirit and mind ends? What exists at the edge of
everything? Is there such thing as body’s limits, gender limits, lifestyle limits, perception limits and even the limits of love itself?
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For this project artist Lola Lustosa was invited to co-create this performance for which she conceived an installation of prismatic lights and
its perspectives.
This interactive performance piece invited the audience into a cosmic experience of time travel. Everyone comes into a dark space followed
by a pitch black cube. This performance creates an space where the public experiences multiple emotions and surprises, photo memories from
the prismatic lights, displacement from its own body and ultimately embracing complete darkness in collective breathing.
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LIGHT GAME
Performance at Grace Exhibition Space, Lower East Side, NYC, USA. November 2019.
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I think ART can give life.... but ART can also kill.... last Nov 2015 in
Basel Miami Art Fair there was a person murdered
inside the fair and people thought it was a performance and let
the staved person bleed to dead.

ART'MATO / ART KILLED
CURATED BY IAN DE LEON AND TIFF ROBINETTE
PULSAR PERFORMANCE SPACE, BUSHWICK, NYC, USA. MARCH 2016.
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I was commissioned to do this performance in reference to this issue.
Therefore i set an installation and performed painting a canvas with
ketchup i found inside the MOMA bag, making a game of words in Spanish and English playing with Art, Tomato and MATO which
in Spanish is a form of the verb to kill....

UNTITLED
Performance at L’aise curated by stvn girard,
Quebec City, Canada. March 2020.
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BETA OBSOLETE
Performance for Utopia show at Casa Viva Gallery,
CDMX, Mexico. April 2019.
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UNTITLED
Performance during Possible Vision: Quebec - Mexico show at Casa Viva Gallery.
CDMX. Mexico March 2020
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DUMP, TRESS PASS, SERVE, FENCE.
Performance at Profoundation, curated by Deborah Castillo.
Brooklyn, NYC, USA. 201
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Baggage suite was a performative installation that showed the intimacy, the cultural taste, the ideological and physical baggage of Alejandro
through his transit in Europe developing site specific and urban interventions based on his current research about human development and
the anthropocene. He opened his artist studio in which he inhabited for a month working on changing the identity of the no place anonymity
inside a hotel environment; a quiet, solitary space completely removed from Serbia’s and Belgrade’s daily reality.

Baggage Suite
Performance curated by Marta Jovanovic during artist residency program
Hotel Radisson Blu, with Gallery 12 Performance HUB.
Belgrade, Serbia. June 2016
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UNTITLED
Performance at Neo Domesticity Performance Festival, curated by Alex Romania & Lital Dotan.
Glasshouse Artlifelab Gallery,
Brooklyn, NYC, USA. 2017
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ONE GINGER STAND UP
Performance at The Umbrella Factory, curated by Pulsar / Wild Embedding. Brooklyn,
NYC, USA 2017

.
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BORDERS AND WINDOWS
Performance at Broadway Arts Gallery, curated by Ming Lui in Kingston, New York. USA. 2017
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THE GLASS GAME
Performance at Animamus Art Salon at Chinatown Soup Gallery curated by Ventiko,
Manhattan, NYC. US 2016.

A
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ART VS LIFE
Exhibition and performance during residency at The Art Life Institute.
Kingston, NY, USA. 2017
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ART VS LIFE
Exhibition and performance during residency at The Art Life Institute.
Kingston, NY, USA. 2017
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In 2016 and 2017 Alejandro took part in the residency program at
the Art Life Institute in Kingston, NY, the former studio of Linda
Montano which was acquired and repurposed by Jill Mcdermid to
allow artists to explore and experiment with different formats and
mediums regarding performance and visual art.
During his time there he found discarded and forgotten objects in
the streets of New York City and also at friends' barns in farms on
the Hudson Valley. Some of these items included cleared double
glazed windows which he used as canvas to write and perform a
series of different actions working around the themes of:
belonging, identity, Mexico-USA Trump's border politics and paid
labor.
The residency culminated at a solo exhibition of the intervened
objects that created sculptures and a performance piece.
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THE BALL GAME is a poetic performance about love and inspiration on the game of life.
Using very different kind of balls such as a bowling and a crystal ball the artists perpetuated a ritual of gratitude to one another by making a summer
wild foraged flower arrangement on the balls and giving it to each other so they could spin it on the room.
This performance was part of the grand opening of the new era for the LINDA MONTANO ART/LIFE INSTITUTE, an performance and body art
life gallery in Kingston, NY.
THE BALL GAME.
Performance coauthor-ship with Sophie Merrison Thieme. LINDA MONTANO ART / LIFE INSTITUTE,
KINGSTON NY, USA. JULY 2015.
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Urban Interventions

Street = Studio
TEMPORARY SOCIAL POINT.
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8 ENCUENTRO, Hemispheric Institute of Politics and Performance,
Sao Paulo, Brazil. January 2013.

Temporary Social Point was a project made in collaboration with british artist Hannah Gardiner. Taking part in the 8th Encounter of the
Hemispheric Institute of Politics and Performance from New York University we created a mobile favela hut out of found materials in
which we toured around Sao Paulo central squares inviting people to engage with us in many different ways. This experience changed my
perception of performing and its relation to the audience in public spaces and marked a whole line of work I have developed since. Using
street performance/ intervention we created a social experiment addressing different themes: love, altruism, community living/support and
informality as a real alternative of autonomous social organization for this new era of change of paradigm, crisis and peak oil. We made
an interactive space to explore, listen and learn.
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A NATURAL CYCLE ?
Performance in co-authorship with Hannah Gardiner at the University of Sao Paulo Campus.
8th Encounter of Performance Art in the Americas. Hemispheric Institute of Performance Art & Politics of New York University. SESC, São Paulo University,
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ACTUALIZARTE.
Curated by Willy Kautz
Museo Universitario del Chopo, UNAM, Mexico City 2014- 2015.
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This project was a collaborative interactive urban intervention
and performance that moved around the city on bamboo hand
made bikes & trailers bringing culture to the people in
the streets.
The topics related to this piece were: artivism, alternative
economy, bio architecture, eco urban mobility, urban gardening, altruism, community living, green energy, food recycling
and permaculture.
Intervention consisted of 1 geodesic mobile bamboo dome
and other 4 bamboo bike trailers, equipped with solar panels,
sound system, projector, small edible and medicinal garden,
seeds, seedlings, donated objects and clothing, food, books,
fanzines, canvases painted.
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SLAVE
Urban intervention for the Bushwick Troutman Art Fest, curated by Ming Liu.
Brooklyn, NYC. USA October 2018.
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Urban development: the most polluting activity across all continents. It is alarming that a majority of the population is concentrated in urban
centers, and yet we are still drawn to what these places have to offer. Let’s take our bodies to the streets and sing songs for development so
that people may listen carefully to what human nature is all about.

SONGS FOR DEVELOPMENT
Urban intervention during Encuentro of Hemispheric Institute of Politics and Performance NYU.
CDMX.Mexico, June 2019.
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THE HOUSE THAT SHINES.
Curated by Ana Dragic for MIKSER Festival, Belgrade, Serbia, June 2016.
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This performance encouraged people to remember the
importance of having autonomy choosing the environments we
inhabit.
Alejandro built a straw house in response to the demolition of
Syrian refugee center ordered by the City of Belgrade. In this
house he welcomed people to establish a conversation about
their ideal home talking about materials to even the location of
it.
In the process of building this house he also carried rubble from
the demolition site and decided to decorate his house with it and
also two found objects; a traditional Serbian rug and a Tito
portrait. This last item brought some many questions and
conversations with the participants about Yugoslavia history.
Alejandro had a chance to learn the very many different
perspectives from the visitors about the dictatorship.
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BUILDING A WALL
Performance at Itinerant Festival curated by Hector Canonge,
Socrates Sculpture Park,
NYC, USA. May 2017
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Janine Cunningham and Alejandro Chellet performing
as Target employees, passing out flyers that said:
"WE'RE YOUR NEW NEIGHBORS.
And we want you to know, we CARE...
Corporate Responsibility
At Target, we put the needs of neighbors first and we're
working towards making our communities feel safe and
represented!
Foster Communities
We ensure members and workers thrive. For example,
we took the lead in April of 2018. After denying 41,000
jobs to African-Americans and Latinos, we paid $3.7 million in a class action racial bias lawsuit — that's the
equivalent of 4% of our total revenue for 2017! Wow!"
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TARGET ACTION
PERFORMANCE BY JANINE CUNNINGHAM AND ALEJANDRO CHELLET
GRAND STREET, MANHATTAN, NYC. JUNE 2018.

EMERGENYC
Urban Interventions as part of the EMERGENYC program of the Hemispheric Institute of New York University.
Grand Street, Manhattan, NYC, USA. June 2018.
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EMERGENYC 2018
PERFORMANCE BY RINA ESPIRITU AND ALEJANDRO CHELLET.
GRAND STREET, MANHATTAN, NYC. JUNE 2018.
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THE CITY PERFORMS
69

Urban intervention organized and funded by Subscena,
Zagreb, Croatia. 2019

PRIVILLEGE
Performance at Abrons Art Center curated by George Emilio Sanchéz for the EMERGENYC program of the Hemispheric Institute of New York University.
NYC USA. 2018
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This performance was done in response to the politics regarding the
art sector in Mexico during the current President Obrador’s term.
4T refers to the fourth transformation of the Mexican Government.
(How the president called his campaign).
Alejandro believes in pacific actions and using strong symbols like
a white “truce” flag he intends to not fight against the government
restrictive politics for artists but instead call for a dialogue to find a
mid point.
TRUCE WITH THE 4T
Urban intervention for 4T.onantzin, Hekatômbe Artistic production.
CDMX. Mexico. December 2020
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UNTITLED
Urban intervention for Artivismo MX.
CDMX. Mexico. March 2019.
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Site Speci c

Land = Art
THE HOUSE OF FIRE.
Curated by Pilar Parcerisas for L’Olivar Foundation,
Ventallo, Spain, May 2016.
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This was an site specific intervention and performance in Fundació L’Olivar.
This landscape in the Alt Empordà of Catalunya inspired Alejandro to create a pavilion with a tower shape that represented the human being and its settler
power.
This artwork pays homage to the grandfather Fire;
the author of all civilization and transforming of
earth; this creator spirit and guide for visions, that
guard us and makes it possible for us to create a home
and claim a territory.
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(untitled). ,
75

Land Art Festival in Hidalgo, Mexico,
October 2013.

LOGGIN.
Festival Forma y Sustancia, San Jose, Costa Rica, February 2019.
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This installation titled The Hickster Oven is an outdoor
sculpture inspired in an already existing and functional oven
that I have built with the aim to feed the resident artists that
visit Rosekill. With this combination of sculptural and
functional elements I aim to question and expose the current
and growing phenomenon of City transplants; the migration of
people who lived in the city for many years and have for
various reasons decided to change their home base to a more
peaceful, greener, spacious, cleaner and safer environment.
Some questions that arise and inspire me to make this work are
the following: What will be the future of the Hudson Valley and
even the Catskills with the current and the upcoming housing
developments? What is the gauge to know when Kingston City
will be like the Upstate Brooklyn? By moving to the
countryside are these people really capable of changing their
lifestyle: their consumer practices and ideal dwellings to a more
sustainable, self reliable and rooted ones? or is it only about
finding an affordable rent or lower property cost? Are people’s
life principles who moved to the country still remaining the
same as when they used to live in the City?

THE HICKSTER OVEN
Land art site speci c project showed at oollective exhibition Owning Earth, site speci c -Land art, Curated by Tal Beery.
Unison Art Center, New Paltz, NY, USA 2021 - 2022
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IMAGES FROM THE MINE
Video performance co-authorship Sophie Merrison Thieme and Soojin Chang.
Rosendale, NY. USA. 2015
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DANCE FOR A XXI CENTURY TOKEN
Performancear o Morir Festival, Chihuahua, Mexico April 2019
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This was a performance series that happened during Performancear o Morir, a performance art festival that merged contemporary artists
with the indigenous community of Raramuri in Chihuahua State on the North Mexico.
In this particular action, Alejandro had the opportunity to present his work directly and exclusively for the Raramuri community.
The performance consisted in running while carrying a cement/concrete industrial construction block until exhaustion and then using
it as a constrain to body movements trapping his arms and legs to signify the burden that comercial construction represents for society.
After finally breaking the cement block, the artist takes the earth hand made adobe brick and shows respect and affection to this objet
while rubbing and in contrast to the previous action, he makes a point to revalue the traditional construction materials and techniques.
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This poetic performances happened as a series of improvised somatic
movement with simple actions using objects found across the
journey.
Trying to evoke the essence of the human on the inert, the artist did
an effort to merge with the surrounding, but instead the performance
became also a ritual and moment of recognition of self awareness.

!
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GOLD AND APPLES.
83

Festival del Huerto Roma Verde, Mexico City, November 2017.

NAKED GARDENING.
Rosekill, Rosendale, NY, USA. August 2019.

During the summer of 2019 people gather around an Artists-grown garden tended by Alejandro and his volunteers with the intention to provide
vegetable crops for the people of Rosekill (a center for performance in upstate NY).
Alejandro performed by undressing himself and making the statement that the revolution will only happen when everyone will do gardening
everyday as usual as taking a shower. 40 people undressed and joined him to harvest the veggies for dinner that night.
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SUMMER DREAM
Performance at Rosekill, curated by Valerie Sharp,
Rosedale, New York, USA. June 2017
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GOLD
Cover for the ZINE edited for the exhibition curated by Sam Liebert at The Eureka Outhouse Gallery, High Falls, NY, USA.
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This project was Inspired by the ideas behind permaculture and organic farming where composting toilets are an ideal way to close the
nutrient cycle from human waste bringing it back to the soil and nurturing the production of healthy fruit orchards. In fact all humans are
losing an incredibly expensive amount of nutrients everyday by flushing down their toilets.
This intervention was created by writing using found objects displaying a small collection of rocks, bones and objects related to

GOLD
Exhibition curated by Sam Liebert at The Eureka Outhouse Gallery, High Falls, NY, USA.
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The Fat Mariachi Collective Art Project
Installation and presentation at the Yautepec Gallery, Mexico city, 2009.
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The Fat Mariachi Collective Art Project
Installation and presentation at Museo Universitario de Arte Contemporáneo, Mexico city, 2009.
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“Eternity”
Video-performance , 3:44 min, 2007
Presented in the International Encounter of Performance Art, Perfomar, Dominican Republic 2009.
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This was a social and economic review to the expenses.
Today we live in a world were big tall edifications (taller than cathedrals) raise hundreds of stories with little rat wholes for people to go and
spent 8 hrs a day, five days a week during their entire lives in exchange of a "number" symbolized in a piece of paper or in a screen, which
because of their faith and devotion, gives them power to live! and continue paying their monthly bills which come across as receipts that tell
us how much we had spent in or owe... This is the game.

Performance at Itinerant Festival curated by Hector Canonge, Socrates Sculpture Park, NYC, USA.

HOW MUCH I SPENT? WHAT ON WHERE?

I SPENT IN CRAP AND MY FUCKING EXISTENCE COSTS 0.50 PENCE PER HOUR! "
85 PRESENTS.. POETRY AND PERFORMANCE EVENT IN A SQUATTED VENUE AT HACKNEY.
LONDON. 2011.
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This performance involves two main topics, which are: first,
the discussion and the general critical view of how
contemporary art is presented in its official context such as
museums and art galleries.
In the second place, I look at how we as individual persons
are raised by our parents. Because of our education and the
influence we have from them, mainly over childhood, we
finally step into the world and somehow we are forced to
play a specific role which was predispose.
STANDING AS
Performance at Indirect Communication event in Art Hall Arsenals,
Riga, Latvia. 2011
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UNTITLTED
Performance during workshop by Jürgen Fritz. IPHA, Schloss Bröllin, Germany. 2010

Mariachi
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AAAAAAAARTE.
Performance for International Performance Art Encounter “Performagia” Museo Universitario del Chopo,
CDMX. Mexico. 2006
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“ART ART KUNST,,…”
Performance on the underground system transportation.
Mexico City 2006
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USED
Performance In the Day of the Dead Festival, CEDART Luis Spota. CDMX. Mexico 2005.
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VIOLENCE MEXICAN STYLE.
Curated by Pancho López for Performagia festival, Museo Universitario del Chopo. Mexico City. 2003.
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CROSSING REALITY PORTALS
Acrylic paint on foam board A4 Size.
Collective exhibition The Future We Want, representing the Mexican mission on the 75th anniversary of the United Nations.
Palais des Nations, Genève, Switzerland. 2020
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UNTITLED - FALLING VOLCANO - HANDS PATH
Acrylic , oil pastel, color pencils, markers on paper. Various sizes.
New York , Barcelona 2018 - 2019
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